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Recently, Rainer Wittmann proved a strong “zero-two” law for positive contrac- 
tions of LP-spaces, 1~ p < +co. In my paper Wittmann’s result is extended to the 
class of Banach lattices having uniformly monotone norms. The main result of the 
paper is valid for a larger class of Banach lattices and is stronger than Katznelson 
and Tzafriri’s “zero-two” law. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Unless stated otherwise, we will use the terminology of Schaefer’s 
book [S]. 
In this paper we will assume that the Banach lattices under consideration 
are real. Using Chapter II, Section 11; Chapter IV, Section 1; and Chap- 
ter V, Section 1 of [S], one can easily extend the results of the paper to the 
case of complex Banach lattices. 
Let E be a Banach lattice. A linear bounded operator T: E -+ E is called 
a positive contraction, if it is a positive operator (i.e., x E E, x > 0 =z. TX > 0) 
and if IjTII Q 1. 
Let (X, C, p) be a measure space (where p is a positive o-additive 
measure) and let LP(X, C, p), 1 d p < +co, be the usual Banach lattices. 
The first “zero-two” law was obtained by Ornstein and Sucheston in 
1970 (Theorem 1.1 of [4]) and it is a “zero-two” law for positive contrac- 
tions of L’ -spaces. 
Using the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [4], one can restate the “zero-two” 
law for positive contractions of L’-spaces in the following slightly different 
form: 
THEOREM A. Let T be a positive contraction of L’(X, C, p). I f  for some 
n, E N u {0}, 11 T”O+ 1 - T”Oll < 2, then lim, j +X, 11 T”+ ’ - T”ll = 0. 
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Let E be a Banach lattice. A linear bounded operator S: E -+ E is called 
regular if S= S, - S, for some linear bounded positive operators S,, S,: 
E+ E. 
If E is an order complete Banach lattice and if S: E + E is a regular 
linear operator, then one can define the linear modulus of S as being the 
linear bounded positive operator ISI : E --+ E, ISI = SV( - S) (for a detailed 
study of the linear modulus of regular operators see Chapter IV, Section 1 
of Schaefer’s book [S] ). 
Using the linear modulus of regular operators, we obtained the following 
extension of Theorem A to LP-spaces, 1 < p < +co, p # 2 (see [7]): 
THEOREM B. Let PER! be such that l<p< +a~, p#2, and let T 
be a positive contraction of Lp(X, Z, p). Zf 111 T”O+’ - Tflolll < 2 for some 
nOe N u (01, then lim,, +a3 jjT"+'- T"ll =O. 
Katznelson and Tzafriri extended Theorem B to a class of Banach lat- 
tices having uniformly monotone norms. There are several equivalent ways 
of defining uniform monotonicity of norms in Banach lattices (for details 
see Akcoglu and Sucheston’s paper [ 11). One of them is the condition (6) 
(see [2]): the norm of a Banach lattice E is called uniformly monotone if 
there exists a strictly increasing continuous function 6: [0, 1 ] + R with 
S(0) = 0 such that for every x, y E E, x > 0, y > 0, 1 = llxlla 11 y/l, one has 
that lb + YII 2 I+ fi( lbll 1. 
It is easy to see that a Banach lattice which has a uniformly monotone 
norm is order complete. Accordingly, it makes sense to try to replace the 
LP-space in Theorem B by a Banach lattice having a uniformly monotone 
norm. 
In [2] Katznelson and Tzafriri proved the following extension of 
Theorem B (see Theorem 6 of [2]): 
THEOREM C. Let E be a Banach lattice hauing a weak (order) unit and a 
uniformly monotone norm. Let T be a positive contraction of E. If for some 
n,,E N u {0}, lllT”0+1 - T”Oll/ ~2, then lim,, +oo IIT"+l - T-11 =O. 
Recently, Rainer Wittmann proved the following strong “zero-two” law 
for positive contractions of LP-spaces, 1 < p < +co (see [6]): 
THEOREM D. Let p E If3 be such that 1~ p < + co and let T be a positive 
contraction of LP(X, Z:, p). Zf for some n, E N u (O}, 111 T”O+ ’ - TWlll c 2, 
then lim,, +m 111 T”+ ’ - T”III = 0. 
Our goal in this paper is to use Wittmann’s proof of Theorem D in order 
to extend the strong “zero-two” law to Banach lattices which have 
uniformly monotone norms; that is, we will prove the following statement: 
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THEOREM E. Let E be a Banach lattice having a uniformly monotone 
norm and let T be a positive contraction of E. If for some n, E N u {0}, 
Ill T W+ ’ - T”“ll < 2, then lim, _ +m /iI T”+ ’ - T”/I/ = 0. 
We start (Section 1) with some useful remarks concerning Banach lat- 
tices having uniformly monotone norms. In Section 2, we use the results 
obtained in Section 1 in order to extend Proposition 4.2 of [7] to Banach 
lattices having uniformly monotone norms and to prove Theorem E. 
1. BANACH LATTICES WHICH HAVE UNIFORMLY MONOTONE NORMS 
We begin with a reformulation of the definition of uniform monotonicity 
of norms. 
LEMMA 1.1. For any Banach lattice E, the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(a) The norm on E is uniformly monotone. 
(b) For every o E R, 0 <o < 1, there exists p(o) E R, 0 <p(w) < 1, 
such that if x, ye E with 0 <x d y, (lyll = 1, and llxll >, o, then /I y- XII < 
1 - P(W). 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 of [ 11, in order to prove that (a) and (b) are 
equivalent, it is enough to prove that (b) is equivalent to the following 
condition (see the condition (UC) in Section 4 of [ 1 I): 
(UC) For every c1 f R, a > 0, there exists a real number B(M) > 0 such 
that if u, USE, ~20, ~30, llvl\ 6 1, and Ilull >a, then Ilu+ull 2 llvll +fl(a). 
If we assume that the norm on E does not satisfy the condition (b), then 
there exist o,, E R, 0 < o0 < 1, and two sequences (x,),~ N, (y,),, N such 
that for every nEN, x,, ~,,EE, O<x,<y,, IIy,II=l, Ilx,llBo, and such 
that the sequence (11 y, - x,)1 ),, N converges to 1. 
It follows that the norm on E does not satisfy (UC), since if it does, there 
exists a real number j?(oO) > 0 such that 1) y,l( 3 11 y, - x,1( + fi(wO) for every 
n E N. Therefore, we obtain a contradiction. 
Now, let us assume that the norm on E does not satisfy condition (UC). 
It follows that there exist a real number a0 > 0 and two sequences 
(%I)“, N and (v,),, N such that u,, v, E E, u, > 0, v, 3 0, lluIlll 3 ao, llunll d 1 
and 
Ilk + bll G Ilbll + l/n 
for every n E fV. Since IJv, IJ < 1 for every n E N, we may pick the sequences 
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(%A, k! and (uA E N such that the sequence ( )Iu,/),~ N is convergent. Let 
r=lim + +co IIAI. Since 
for every n E N, it follows that the sequence ( )Iu, + u,)) ), E N converges and 
lim n-1 +m IJu, + u,(I = r. Since do < IIu,II < IIu, + u,]I for every nE N, it 
follows that r > ~~ > 0. Set 
for every n E N. Obviously, 0 <x,, < y, and II y,l( = 1 for every n E N. Since 
for every n E N, 
lb, + v,ll G ll%ll + l/n < 2, 
it follows that IIx,II B a0/2. The sequence (11 y, - x,II ),, N converges to 1; 
hence, the norm on E does not satisfy (b). Q.E.D. 
In one of our discussions, Professor Louis Sucheston told me that he 
and Professor Mustafa A. Akcoglu had obtained a condition which is 
equivalent to the uniform monotonicity of norms in Banach lattices and 
which is similar to condition (b) of Lemma 1.1. 
Remark 1.2. For any Banach lattice E, condition (b) of Lemma 1.1 is 
equivalent to the following one: 
(c) For every OE 03, O<o < 1, there exists TV R, O< t(o)< 1, 
such that if x, y E E with 0 < x d y, (1 y(l Q 1, and I/x/J 2 w, then IJ y - XII < 
1 - t(o). 
Clearly, if a Banach lattice E satisfies condition (c), then it satisfies 
condition (b) of Lemma 1.1. 
Conversely, let us assume that the Banach lattice E satisfies condi- 
tion (b) of Lemma 1.1. Let w  E R be such that 0 <o c 1 and let x, ye E be 
such that 0 <x < y, llyll < 1, and I/XII >,w. Let p(o) be the real number 
whose existence is implied by condition (b) of Lemma 1.1. Set u =x/llrll 
and u = y/ll~ll. Clearly, 0 <u< u, )lu)l = 1, and (JuIJ 3 o. Therefore, 
Hence, IIy - XII < (1 -p(o)) 11 yJJ 6 1 -p(w). If we set t(o) = p(o), then we 
see that E satisfies condition (c). 
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The next proposition deals with Banach lattices which satisfy a lower 
p-estimate (for delinition and relevant properties see Section 1.f of [ 31). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (a) Let E be a Banach lattice having a uniformly 
monotone norm. Then E satisfies a lower p-estimate for some PE OX, 
l<p< +co. 
(b) For any Banach lattice E, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) E satisfies a lower p-estimate for some p E [w, 1 < p < + 0~. 
(ii) For every pair of real numbers (s, t), s > 0, t > 0, there exists a 
natural number n(s, t) such that for every x, , x2, . . . . x,,( .F,,I E E with xi > 0 and 
I(xi(l > s for every i = 1, 2, . . . . n(s, t), one has that 
Proof. (a) Assume that there does not exist p E Iw, 1 < p < +co, such 
that E satisfies a lower p-estimate. By Theorem l.f.12, part (ii), pp. 90-92 
of [3], for every E > 0 there exist two disjoint positive elements x1, x2 E E 
such that 1 G I(xi(I < 1 + E, 1< I1xz(I G 1 + E, and 1 < (Ix, + xzll < 1 + E. 
Set 
Xl +x2 
u= lb, +x,ll 
and 
u = ,,x,Y,,,, . 
Clearly, 0 d u d u, Ilull = 1 and 
llvll&&- 
l+& l+& 
It is also obvious that 
1 11x1 II 
1+&+X2(l 
= I(u-VII d 1. 
Letting E -+ 0, we obtain that E does not have a uniformly monotone norm. 
(b) Using Proposition l.f.6, part (ii), pp. 84-85 of [3], it is clear that 
(i) * (ii). 
A standard use of Theorem l.f.12, part (ii), pp. 90-92 of [3] shows that 
(ii) * (i) is also true. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The converse to Proposition 1.3(a) is false. For example, let n 
be a natural number, n > 2, and let E be an n-dimensional LOO-space. Then 
the Banach lattice E satisfies a lower p-estimate for some p E [w, 
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1 < p < +co (since it satisfies condition (ii) of Proposition 1.3(b)). 
However, E does not have a uniformly monotone norm. 
2. THE STRONG “ZERO-TWO” LAW 
In order to prove the first result of this section, we will use F-products 
of Banach lattices (for details see Chapter V, Section 1 of [S]). 
Let E be a Banach lattice, let F, be the Frechet filter on N, and let F be 
a (free) ultralilter on N which is liner than F,. Let E, be the F-product of 
E. As noted in [Z], if E has a uniformly monotone norm, then the same 
is true for E,, as well. 
As in [7], given a Banach lattice G and a linear bounded operator 
S: G -+ G, we will call S a standard operator, if there exist a Banach lattice 
E and a linear bounded operator T: E -+ E such that G is the F-product of 
E and S is the canonical image of T. 
We will now prove an extension of Proposition 4.2 of [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E be a Banach lattice having a uniformly 
monotone norm and let T be a positive contraction of E. If there exists 
n,EN u (0) such that /(1T”O+‘- T”O[)/ < 2, then there exists m, E N u (0) 
such that 
II T mo+‘-(T”O A Tmo+l)II < 1. 
ProojI By Proposition 1.2, p. 309 of [S] and by our previous remarks, 
it is enough to prove the proposition, provided that T is a standard 
positive contraction (i.e., provided that T is a standard operator and as 
such, it is the canonical image of a positive contraction). 
Let us assume that for everynENu{O}, ()T”+~-(T”A Tn+‘)ll=l. 
Since we assume that T is a standard positive contraction, it follows that 
for every n E N u (O}, there exists x, E E, x, 20, llx,J = 1 such that 
JI(T”+‘-(T”+’ A Tn))xnII = 1. 
Since the norm on E is uniformly monotone, we obtain that 
II T “+1x,JI = 1 and ll(T”” A T”)x,(l=OforeverynENu{O}. 
For every n E N u {0}, n 3 no, and for every dc N u {0}, ddn-n,, one 
has that JI(T”O+l A Tflo)Tdx,jI = 0. Indeed, if we assume that there exist 
nENu{O}, n>n,, dENu{O}, ddn-n,, and a real number o, 
O<w<l, such that J((T”O+’ A Tw)Tdx,Ij 20, then let p(o) be the real 
number whose existence was proved in Lemma 1.1, O<p(o) < 1. As in 
Proposition 4.2 of [7], we obtain that 11 T”+l~,II < 1) T”“+d+lx, - 
(T no+1 A T”O)Tdx,II < 1 -p(w) < 1. We have obtained a contradiction, 
since (IT”+lx,ll = 1. 
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As in Proposition 4.2 of [7], we define, for every k E N, 
C”,=o Tdxno+k 
“= t/c:=, Td-%,+ktt’ 
By Proposition 1.3, limk, +ac IlC”,=, Tdx,,+kl/ = +co; therefore, 
lim k _ +=, I/ Ty, - y,(l =0 and as in Proposition 4.2 of [7], it follows that 
lim k-+x /I ~~““+‘-~“ab’k~~=2, which contradicts the assumption that 
Ill T W+ ’ - T”“jll < 2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We can prove Proposition 1.2 without using F-products. If we 
do not use F-products, then the proof is more complicated. The idea to use 
F-products is due to Professor Lior Tzafriri. 
We are now able to prove the main result of this paper, namely, 
Theorem E of the Introduction. The leading thread is to adapt Wittmann’s 
proof of Theorem D (see [6]) to the more general setting of Theorem E. 
Prooj of Theorem E. Let E be a Banach lattice having a uniformly 
monotone norm, let T be a positive contraction of E, and let n, E N u { 0) 
be such that /I/ Trio+ I - Tno(j( < 2. 
To prove the theorem, it is enough to prove that for every E > 0, there 
exists n, E N such that 11 1 TnE+ ’ - T”eJ x1( GE (IxI\ for every x E E, x 2 0. 
By Proposition 2.1, there exist m, E N u { 0} and q E [w, 4 > 0 such that 
II T mo+l-(Tmo,y Tmo+l)l(<l-q. 
As in [6], we define 
and 
h=inf{nEN((l-qq/2)“<q/2) 
nj= (h+ l)j (m,+ 1) for every i E N. 
Let now E > 0. Since E satisfies the condition (ii) of Proposition 1.3(b), 
it follows that there exists a natural number k, such that for every 
x1 3 x2, . . . . xk, E 6 
XI 20, x,20, . . . . x,t:o, (IxIIl >/E/4, /(x2(1 >/E/4, . . . . llxk,ll a&/4 
one has that ljc,“=, xl11 > 1. 
By Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.2, there exists a real number C?(E), 
O<b(.s)<l, such that for every u,u~E, O<u<u, Ilullfl, 
one has that IIu - ~11 <6(s). 
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Set 
yE = max( 1 - c/2, 8(.5)}, 
let m, be a natural number such that 
Y F < 44 
and set n, = ma(nk, + k,) + k,. 
Let XE E be such that x30. 
As in L-63, we have to consider two cases: 
(i) II Tnk~xIl 2 (1 - 42) llxll 
and 
(ii) I( Pexl( < (1 -42) JIxJI. 
(i) In this case, Wittmann [6] shows that there exist a positive con- 
traction Skc and a natural number I,, I, d nk, such that Th +j> S, for every 
0 < j Q k, and such that 
IlS,~-dl b WP Ilxll. 
If x # 0, then 
II 
T’1 +ix SkcX --- 
llxll ll4l I/ 
d B(E) <YE 
for every O,<j<k,. Hence, IIT”+ix-Sksxll <yEIJxIJ. 
If x = 0, then, clearly, I( T” +jx - S,exl( <ye (Ix((. 
As in [6], set 
u 1 ----Sk, k”31-k,+1 
and vk,, , = Ti1+k8-Cjk~0 T’UkE3 1. 
Clearly, UkE,l and VkE,, are positive operators. It is also obvious that 
IIvk,. Ix/ ~YeiiXIie 
(ii) In this case, set I, = nk,, uke, 1 = 0, and Vk,, , = T”ke+kL. Clearly, 
11 vk,, ,xIi G YE IIxII. 
As in [6], one can construct recurrently two sequences of positive 
Operators (Uk,,m)meNT (Vk,,m)msN and a sequence of natural numbers 
(LJmcN such that the operators Uke, ,, vke,, and the natural number I, are 
the ones which were described above and such that the three sequences 
(hn)meiw, (Uk,,m)meN, and (Vk,,m)meN have the following three properties: 
ta) zm<nk8 for every m E N ; 
@I T 
II + J2 + + I, + mk, _ -xfL=, TiUke,, + Vkc,, for every m E N; 
tc) iIVk,,mXil ~~eilvkkE,m-, x11 <yT 1)x1) for every m E N, m 3 2. 
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If x # 0, then 
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T’1+‘2+ .” +‘~s+~,~,x Q 1 
bll ii . 
Taking into consideration the way in which k, was chosen, we obtain 
that 
for some i, 0 < i < k,. Hence, 
We are now able to conclude that 
11 1 T”?+ ’ - T”$l x1( 
G/l IT /1+12+ ... +l,,,,+m,k,+k,+l _ T  I,+/>+ ... +I,,+m,k,+kqX~~ 
6 11 V2kc + ’ ukc, m,  + Tkc+ ’ vkc, me + Tk’uk,, me + Tk” vk,, m&II 
G4.i llxll =ElIXlI. Q.E.D. 
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